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PREFACE

Half of this essay is directed toward revealing
what was written in the Elizabethan (here defined by
the dates 1564-1636) histories about the Roman emperor,
Octavius Caesar Augustus.
The purpose of the study of the histories is to
substantiate a revision of our understanding of Shake¬
speare's Octavius in Julius Caesar and Antony and
Cleopatra.

If Shakespeare's Octavius can be seen as

part of a widespread and traditional concept of Octavius,
we may be more precise in our explanation of the charac¬
ter in the plays by noticing how Shakespeare uses the
tradition.

The revision of our understanding of Shake¬

speare's Octavius is principally a means for approaching
the problems presented by the plays.

The final goal is

a revision of our understanding of the plays themselves,
and the attainment of this goal constitutes the second
half of the essay.
Line citations from Julius Caesar and Antony and
Cleopatra concur with the editions of the two plays in
the Pelican Shakespeare, general editor: Alfred Harbage.

Chapter 1
The Elizabethan Roman Histories

More extensively than any other Renaissance
English history, Sir Walter Raleigh's History of the
World (l6l4) includes both the humanist and Reformation
principles of historiography.

We see that the Reforma¬

tion principle, the revelation of God's purpose and
justice working through an inscrutable system of provi¬
dential causation, informs the humanist principle, the
pragmatic study of statesmanship and the analysis of
human causes.!

Raleigh recognizes that human causes

are secondary to providential, but because man does have
choice of action he stresses the instructive function of
history.

Raleigh's Preface has been called one of the

finest accounts of the Elizabethan use of history.^
Lily B. Campbell writes as follows:
The culminating document of Renaissance histo¬
riography in England was Sir Walter Raleigh's
great preface to his History of the World,....
In this preface Raleigh did for historiography
what Sidney did for literary criticism in his
Defence of Poesie. He gathered all the theories
of the Renaissance and Reformation into a new
whole, and as a great artist he fashioned a
masterpiece that superseded all that went
before. To see the great tradition in its
fullest and most inspired expression it is
necessary only to read this one document;....3

2..

Two principles of Tudor historiography command attention
in Raleigh's preface;

(1) the idea of history as a:

continuum,; and (2), the importance of moral instruction.2*In this thesis, the Elizabethan Roman histories
offer much evidence on the character Octavius.

It is

relevant therefore:; to illustrate the Elizabethan
concepts of history as shown in the Elizabethan Roman
histories, not because they are the^best sources for
the:concepts,.but in order to anchor the Roman histories
firmly in the foundation of Elizabethan historiography.

I

History as: a Continuum

A continuum is anything in which

a-

fundamental

common character is disoernable amid a series of in¬
sensible and indefinite variation.

In the historio—

graphy of the Elizabethan Age,, the scheme and course of
human events: showed that human nature and divine provid¬
ence; did not vary with the passing of time.

The state:

of human history as a continuum means that if the causes
of events in two or more different ages are the same,
the results, too, will be the same.

Herbert Weisinger

calls this concept of history the theory of unifornity
in his article on Renaissance, ideas of history;
The central idea of the theory of uniformitar-ianism holds that human nature never changes,
that men at all times and places have always
been the same, and that therefore there is
nothing new under the sun.5

Whether or not we conclude,, as Weisinger does, that
those who held the theory of uniformity denied all
possibility of change or progress, we must admit that
history, in addition to showing us: how one age: differs
from ours,>must reach our understanding by showing
us how it is-
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similar.

Raleigh attempts to make contact with our under¬

standing by showing a fundamental common character in the
course of human history:
But the judgments of God are for ever unchange¬
able; neither is he wearied by the long process
of time, and wont to give his blessing in one
age to that he hath cursed in another.o
His poetic style asserts the relationship between the
continuum of the course of ages and our understanding by
the use of ambiguity:
True it is, that among many other benefits, for
which it [jhistory} hath been honoured, in this
one it triumpheth over all human knowledge,
that it hath given us life in our understanding,
since the world itself had life and beginning,
even to this day:....7
The "life" of "our understanding" seems inseparable from
the "life and beginning" of the world; both "lives"
extend "even to this day:...."

Raleigh continues as

follows:
yea it hath triumphed over time, which, besides
it, nothing but eternity hath triumphed over:
for it hath carried our knowledge over the vast
and devouring space of so many thousands of
years, and given so fair and piercing eyes to
our mind, that we plainly behold living now,
as if we had lived then, that great world,
magni Dei sapiens opus, "the wise work," saith
Hermes^ "of a great God," as it was then, when
but new to itself.8
The continuity of life, both in the ages of man and in
our understanding, is the quality with which Raleigh
associates history.

The uniformity of man’s life is
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clear when Raleigh asserts that "By it [history] , I say,
it is, that we live in the very time when it [the world]
was createdj...."9

in other words, by reading history

we live when we were created.
We must be careful not to confuse the theory of
history as a continuum with the more specialized theory
of cyclic repetition.

Tillyard has stated that Raleigh

saw history repeating itselfIf he means by this that
Raleigh's concept of history could be seen as a great
spinning wheel always returning to its original position
with each revolution, it Is a bold assertion.

Raleigh's

contention is that "because human nature remained the
same, like causes produce like results."11

Lily B.

Campbell refers to Raleigh's Preface where we see "the
repetition of the historical pattern [in English history]
which began with the seizing of a throne, and ended with
its loss by the third heir or the third generation."12
But in each case the third heir or the third generation
suffered like evils because their respective ancestors
committed like sins.1^

Raleigh's "pattern" is not an

inexorable cycle, but an observation that the human
condition is defined by constant and uniform limits of
cause and effect.

The best witness to the theory of

history as a continuum in Raleigh's History of the World
is the title.

The work is a universal history: its
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basic assumption is a uniformity — a continuity — of
society and its moral laws from the first men to the
last.

Three Elizabethan Roman histories obviously make

the same assumption; they are histories of Rome from
ancient to contemporary times:
Richard Reynoldes, A Chronicle of all the
noble Emperours of TThe Romaines, from Julius
Caesar, oderly~to this moste victorious
Emperour“,MaximiTTan, that now governeth,....
(i57l)
Robert Bassett, The Lives of all the Roman
Emperors. (1630)
[Trom Julius Caesar to 1619J
Pedro Mexia, The Historie of all the Romane
Emperors, Beginning withTCalus Julius Caesar,
and successively ending with Rudolph tfie~
second now raigrTing.... (1604")
To Mexia, one of the chief values of history is
its ability to show that human society of former times
existed under the same principles of cause and effect as
contemporary society.

By understanding this constancy,

we are able to understand the past, and, subsequently, to
learn from it:
it doth in such manner represent things past,
that it maketh it seeme unto us that we see
and attaine to those times, as though that
such things had happened in the time wherein
we live.!4
Mexia does not assert that historians invent the con¬
tinuum but that they reveal to us what already exists.
The order and well-being of our entire society depends
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on our awareness and understanding of our heritage.
For without them [chronicles} the noblesse and
antiquities of houses and linages could not be
knowne and continued, and as little the right
and title to estates; neither should we have
knowne the beginning and originall of people,
Kingdomes and Nations, neither the lawes to
governe them could have bin preserved: and in
all things would have bin disorder and confusion,
as we see amongst those Nations which want the
same.15
To be ignorant of the past is to neglect the principle that
like causes have like effects:
for knowing the beginning and the middle, he may
conjecture them to have the like issue and event
as such other like actions have had:....1®
Sir Thomas North, in his translation of Amiot's
Plutarch’s Lives, claims that a historian is "the father
of all noveltie, and messenger of antiqultie.nl7
that nothing is new.

He asserts

The historian by communicating the

past dissipates the superficial uniqueness of the present.
Plutarch's preservation of the lives of great men assumes
that human nature remained the same in all ages.1®
William Fulbecke, in his preface to An Historical!
Collection of the Contlnuall Factions of the Romanes (l60l),
complains that
all the Romane writers which have reported the
accidents of this historie, are either in their
narrations too long and prolixe, or else too harsh
and unpleasant, or else so exceeding briefe that
the coherence and mutual dependence of things
could hardly be discerned or conjectured in the
narrow compasse of so strict desciphering.19
[my underlines]
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To rely solely on the Roman historians is to miss "the
coherence and mutual dependence of things" — not only
the unity of events and the operation of cause and effect
in the Roman world, but the contemporaneity of their time
with ours.

Fulbecke later refers to "the sequele of this

historie" wherein "every man may note ... that the Romans
were punished ... for their wrongs & injuries ... done to
their neighbours and others."20
Fulbecke stresses history as a continuum in order
to enforce the relationships between Roman and English
history that he constantly makes:
Let Rome in this history be a witnesse, that a
slipperie ascending was alwaies accompanied with
a headlong discent, and that peace is a great
deale better then triumph, which will be an
occasion I trust to my countreymen of England to
be thankfull to God for this sweete quiet and
serenitie of this flourishing estate, in which
England now standeth, wherein the day striveth
with the night whether shall be calmer: and let
it moove thee whosoever thou art, courteous
Reader, to pray with the earnest endevor of thy
hart, that the Iris which is the pledge of our
peace may still.shine amongst us, that the
happie Virgin which is the starre of safety in
the Zodiacke of the common weale may continue
immoveable, that our Halycon may still sit in
this Albion, on this white rock to make the
seas calme, and the waves silent, and to pre¬
serve the league of heaven and earth, I meane
true Religion amongst us.^l
Re entreats the reader to know that the peace in Rome was
a fragile vessel easily cracked, and it is no more durable
in England.
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Richard Reynoldes1s "Epistle to the Reader," in
his Chronicle of all the noble Emperours of the Romaines,
is really,about Queen Elizabeth, and the flourishing of
Elizabethan England.

Reynoldes moves from praise of

Scipio and other world leaders, all of whom attained
great wisdom by reading histories, to Zenobia, the great
Princess.

By comparison to Zenobia, Elizabeth becomes

the subject of Reynoldes most florid praise:
If the Empire of the Easte might in those dayes
glorie and rejoyce of their Empresse Zenobia.
What may this our noble ilande of Britaine, and
how much rejoyce, that almighty God, for the
glory and advauncement of his church, for the
florishing state of this noble kingdome, hath
raysed up this our noble queene to sit in the
throne & seate of her auncestours, kynges from
long descent, of moste auncient tyme victorious
princes, in the queenes majesties vertuous
government, the frutes of godlye peace do
shewe it selfe, whose majestie of princly state,
the great power of God upholdeth, in all
respectes the moste fortunates countrey, God
graunte that we Englishe men may acknowledge
in what blessed state God hath sette us, to be
under the government of so vertuous a princesse,
and moste royall queene chosen by God, preserved
with his mightie hande, & to his glory upholded
to advaunce his holy name: God graunte that we
Englishe men maye beare in mynde in what blessed
state God hath set us, all suche as are unmyndefull of this blessed government, are unmete
burdenes to treade the earth,.meete to drawe in
yoke and myserable servitude with the barbarous
Scithians, or in slaverie with the bloudye

Turkes.22
Rebellion against her government would be a violation of
Providential order on earth:
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God graunte us al to feare God, and to obeye
our noble prince, whom God in most happy tyme
hath to the advauncement of his churche, and
most happye kingdome, raysed to governe over
this noble and beutifull Ilande and countrey of
Englande.23
Reynoldes's central theme throughout his history is the
fruitlessness of rebellion.

By showing the harmful ef¬

fects caused by rebellion in Rome, Reynoldes proves his
assertion that harmful effects will be caused by rebellion
in Elizabethan England.

The equating of sixteenth-century

England with ancient Rome depends on an unchallenged
assumption of human history forming a continuum.

By

tracing the Roman state into modern times, Reynoldes
creates a link between England and Rome — "a sequele of
historie" — that frees the assumption from the obvious
impediment of remoteness in time.
The establishment of a sense of uniformity between
Rome and England is an essential goal of the short history
Romes Monarchie (1596), written for "the multitude, or
vulgar sort of our nation, not having those large volumes,
neither can attaine unto for value of price, or want of
knowledge of the languages wherein some of them are
written,...."24

The author hopes that common peoples by

reading his history,
may consider in these thundring dayes, the great
threatnings of our mightie & mortal foe, the
insatiable Monarch, whom the worlds Empire wil
not suffice, Caesar like with his adherents,
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seeking daily by many craftie conveiances,trea¬
sons, treacheries, & other inhumane and
unchristian-like meanes, to kindle the fire of
strife &.civill discention among us,, the. easier
to prevailed, to the utter ruine, and overthrowey.
both of Prince, people and countrie, which God
of his good grace* hath most, mightilie and
miraculously defended a long time;: let all true;
English hearts pray> that it . will please, him
so to continue his gracious favour evermore
towards us,25
In the same way that Rome subdued the world, by creating
civil discord within her neighbors,, England’s enemy seeks
to destroy her.

Only if the English know the causes of

defeat of nations in the ancient world can they avoid a
downfall in their own country.

Rome conquered the whole..

world; by employing the same methods, "the insatiable
Monarch" seeks the same:goal..

The cost of bowing to civil

discord is to be dominated in modern times as the whole
world was dominated in ancient times:
What unitie, love concord,, and peace is, (Gods
name bee-blessed),. wee may all say wee .have felt,
doe feele and know, and whilest the bands of them
true and firmely lasteth, we shall be invincible;:
but if once they begin.to dissolve, by perusing
of this briefe historie, may be seene how many
miseries follow.26
North considers his translation of Plutarch to be a
direct and immediate service to his nation and Queen.
In his dedication to the Queen, he indirectly assumes the
similarity if England and Rome and Greece by seeing the great¬
ness of the ancient rulers in Elizabeth:
who is fitter to revive the dead memorie of their
fame, than she that beareth the lively image
of their vertues?27
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After remarking how many examples of valiant service to
Princes may be found in Plutarch, North asks the following
questions:
Then we11 may the Readers thinke, if they have
done this for heathen Kings, what should we
doe for Christian Princes? If they have done
this for glorye, what shoulde we doe for religion?
If they have done this without hope of heaven,
what should we doe that looke for immortalitie?2°
North's interest in ancient history centers on the demon¬
stration that loyalty and devotion to duty reaped great
harvest for ancient monarchs and states, so then must like
service produce like benefits in modern England.

When

people realize the similarity between their nation and
Queen to the ancient states and rulers, they will be eager
to reproduce the greatness of Greece and Rome in England
by exercising the virtues and fulfilling the duties of the
ancients:
And so adding
exsamples, to
dispositions:
what honor in
ready to doe,

the encouragement of these
the forwardnes of their owne
what service is there in warre,
peace, which they, will not be
for their worthy Queene?29

Raleigh's insistence on the validity of a continuum
in history represents one way in which he adopts a concept
of history popular in the Tudor age.

By their use of

history as a continuum, the Elizabethan Roman historians
show themselves to be a part of the larger tradition of
Tudor historiography which culminates in Raleigh's History
of the World.30
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II

Moral Instruction

Leonard Dean has recognized moral instruction to
be the essential concept in Tudor historiography: "Histori¬
cal knowledge was held to be worth while only if it pro¬
moted proper action in the present."31

The historian

primarily serves society by indicating which actions are
good, and which evil, for the individual and the state.
"The historian's function is to furnish political and moral
or religious instruction."32

The significance of history

as an important source of moral instruction is clear when
it is considered secondary only to the Bible as a teacher.33
Raleigh's idea of the value of history is congruent with
that of Tudor historiography.

Firth has said:

His (Raleigh'£[ fundamental principle was that the
aim oT the historian was to convey moral instruc¬
tion:... History, according to Raleigh, must teach
a moral lesson, and the lesson was that God
punished wrongdoers.3^
In the Preface, Raleigh claims that history offers man
knowledge of how to order the government of self and
society:
In a word, we may gather out of history a policy
no less wise than eternal; by the comparison and
application of other men's fore-passed miseries
with our own like errors and ill deservings.35
The collection of men's deeds throughout history together
with the results of those deeds upon them and their country
presents evidence of which events bore fruit and which gall.
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Observing the results of past deeds, men may judge the
probable results of present:
Wherefore those that are wise, or whose wisdom,
if it be not great, yet is true and well grounded,
will be able to discern the bitter fruits of
irreligious policy, as well among those examples
that are found in ages removed- far from the present,
as in those of latter times.3°
The personal morality advocated in Tudor histo¬
riography often was directed principally toward a just and
fruitful relationship between individual and state.

Indeed,

the chief function of history was to be a mirror for a
"path of political virtue that led to national peace and
prosperity."37

History, in fact, "explained the rise and

fall of nations,"38 to not only common people, but, most
importantly, to the prince.

The aim of historians was less

to produce a true and unbiased account of former ages than
to serve the function of proving a select theory of human
conduct.

By molding history to fit the assumptions and

conclusions of any theory, the author gave the appearance
of having followed scientific procedure by devising his
theory within the facts rather than imposing it from with¬
out.

J. E. Phillips has found in his investigations of

Tudor Political theory that "By theorists of all schools
history was regarded as the final and authoritative text¬
book of political science."39

Raleigh*s interest in

history as a political mirror centers on the king's abuse
of rule.1*0

By the examination of the sins of tyrannical
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rulers and the results that those sins brought to them,
Raleigh teaches political morality:
Oh, by what plots, by what forswearings,
betrayings, oppressions, imprisonments, tor¬
tures, poisonings, and under what reasons of
state and politic subtilty, have these forenamed
kings, both strangers and of our own nation,
pulled the vengeance of God upon themselves,
upon theirs, and upon their prudent ministers.4l
Raleigh’s basic dictum is typical of many Tudor histo¬
riographers, and it is directed to citizen and prince
alike: "...ill doing hath always been attended with ill
success;...."^2
In the Elizabethan Roman histories, moral instruc¬
tion is a prime function of the writer.

In his Preface,

Mexia tells us he decided first to write "something for
the common good of my countrey," and he concluded:
indeede no kinde of litterature can be written,
which may be beneficiall to so many, and be
generally acceptable and pleasing to all;
neither that hath bin so much extolled and
commended by wise and great men, as Historie.43
Richard Reynoldes, too, finds history beneficial to so
many, and he defends history as an instrument of moral
virtue: "The knowledge of histories is a spurre to vertue,
a brydle to represse vice in all that feare God."^
Reynoldes is unequivocal in stating the necessity of
histories to the instruction of society:
He knoweth nothing that knoweth not histories and
it is the lyfe of beastes to knowe nothing, the
more a man knoweth, the more he excelleth from
men & differeth from beastes.45
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From Amiot's preface to Plutarch's Lives, North translates
as follows:
an historie is an orderly register of notable
things sayd, done, or happened in tyme past,
to mainteyne the continuall remembraunce of
them, and to serve for the instruction of them
to come.^6
Elsewhere in the preface, North directly states the reason
for valuing history:
For it is a certaine rule and instruction, which
by examples past, teacheth us to judge of things
present, and to foresee things to come: so as
we may knowe what to like of and what to follow,
what to mislike, and what to eschew.^7
William Fulbecke, on his part, considers history to be not
only the teacher of virtuous conduct, but the guide-book
for a fruitful society:
histories are now in speciail request and
accompt, whereat I greatly reJoyce, acknowledging
them to be the teachers of vertuous life, good
conversation, discreete behaviour, politike
governement, convenient enterprises, advised
proceedings, warie defences, grounded experience,
and refined wisedome.^8
The reading of histories is considered valuable to
all professions, all ranks, and all men:
there is not any kind of people, but out of
Historie may draw a rule and example under which
they may live wisely and vertuously, and warning
to beware of the contrarie.
For the true
historie leaveth no vertue without commendation,
neither vice without reprehension, and to al
indifferently giving their due place and worth;
is a testimonie against the wicked, a reward to
the just, and a treasurie and depositorie of
heroicall vertues and noble acts.49
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Reynoldes explicitly cites the applicability of the lessons
contained in history to the affairs of the prince and the
magistrate:
The reading of histories is a study right profita¬
ble for all men, for magistrates, for princes a
moste pleasaunt and comfortable travel!.50
North concurs with the necessity of historical learning to
the governor:
Now if the reading and knowledge of histories be
delightfull and profitable to all other kind of
folke: I say it is much more for great Princes
and Kings, because they have to do with charges
of greatest weight and difficultie,....51
In addition to providing guides to virtuous con¬
duct, histories provide us with an analysis of the rise
and fall of kingdoms:
To be short, it may be truly sayd, that the
reading of histories, is the schole of wisedome,
to facion mens understanding, by considering
advisedly the state of the world that is past,
and by marking diligently by what lawes, maners
and discipline, Empires, Kingdomes and dominions,
have in old time bene stablished and afterward
maintayned and increased: or contrariwise
changed diminished and overthrown.52
The translator of Appian*s Civil Wars not only analyzes
the rise and fall of kingdoms, but he offers his theory
for preserving the peace and commonweal of each state:
"this authoures onely purpose is, to extoll the princely
rule, and to procure the safetie of the people,...."53
In writing of the civil wars, he does not rest with the
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presentation of the horrors of constant rebellion, but
seeks to instruct the citizen and the prince what were the
causes of the revolutions:
How these things were done, I have written,
gathering the most notable matter, that they
that lyste, may see the unsatiable ambition of
men in greedy desire of kingdome, joyned with
intollerable paynes, and innumerable kindes
of calamities.54
North intends his translation to aid princes and magis¬
trates in the fulfillment of their duties.

He asserts

the following:
an historie is the scholemistresse of Princes,
at whose hand they may without payne, in way
of pastyme, and with singular pleasure learne
the most part of the things that belonge to
their office.55
The design of Pedro Mexia‘s history resembles that of
North because it presents portraits of good and evil
magistrates whose example indicates a path of conduct to
follow or avoid:
this fruite and profit is common to all sorts
of men: for Kings and Princes in Histories may
finde others whom they may imitate, and with
whom they may emulate and contend in vertues
and excellencies: and other wicked ones, whose
fashions and conditions they may shew and
abhorre, and by whose ends and fame they may
take example; Captaines, advice, policies,
acts of fortitude and magnaniraitie, which they
may use and make profit of: and seeing the
errors and daungers, may know how to avoide them.
Governours and Magistrates, lawes, customes, and
manner of government, which they may hold for a
rule.56
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Like Mexia and North, E. L. reveals his interest in
personal and private moral instruction.

His book, Romes

Monarchy, has the following title page:
Romes Monarchie entituled the Globe of Renowmed
Glorie.... wherein small compasse is described
manie most noble, and vertuous acts, atchieved
in their said warres and conquests; strange
Tragedies, secret practiced and policies,
Ambition, hate, and revenge: and how insurrec¬
tions, rebellion, strife, civill discord and
discention prevailing, was the onely plague,
ruine, and utter destruction of many great
Monarchies, Kingdomes, Cities, and Countries.
Fulbecke, too, announces the purpose of his Historical!
Collection to be moral instruction.

He summarizes what

the Elizabethan most frequently considered the purpose of
history to be — informing of events, giving causes for
the events, and prescribing remedies to maintain the
commonweal:
The use of this historie is threefold, first
the revealing of the mischiefes of discord and
civill discention, in which the innocent are
proscribed for their wealth, noble men dis¬
honored, cities become waste by banishment and
bloodshed: nay (which is more) virgins are
deflowered, infants are taken out of their parents
armes, and put to the sword, matrons do suffer
villanie, temples and houses spoyled, and every
place is full of armed men, of carcasses of bloud,
of teares.
Secondly the opening of the cause
hereof, which is nothing else but ambition, for
out of this seed groweth a whole harvest of
evils. Thirdly the declaring of the remedie,
which is by humble estimation of our selves, by
living well, not by lurking well: by conversing
in the light of the common weale with equals,
not by complotting in the darke conventicles
against superiors: by contenting our selves
with our lot, and not contending to our losse:
by hoping without aspiring, and by suffering
without conspiring.5?
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In the histories themselves, we see the application
of the theories and purposes announced in the prefaces.
Fulbecke describes the riot led by Scipio against Tiberius
Gracchus after the defeat of Carthage.

The ambition of

the individuals involved was the major source of the
dissension and violence which ravaged Rome.58

Fulbecke

dwells upon Scipio*s riot against Gracchus because
This briole and haplesse dissention was the first
conspiracy in which civil bloud was shed, and
the first dispensation of drawing swordes within
the walles: after that time right was oppressed
by violence, and the mightier man was accorapted
the better, the quarels of citizens that were
wont to be cured by compromise and agreement,
were now decided by sword and bloudshed, and
warres were not followed according to the goodnesse of -the cause, but according to the greatnesse of the pray.59
Fulbecke writes how Sulla spent the final years of his
dictatorship in sadness reflecting upon the cruelties
he had committed:
In this perplexitie he died, and yet ceassed not
the civill or rather uncivil and unbrotherly
discord: thus was Rome the famous citie of Europe,
the mother and nurce of worthie Senators, the
miracle of nations, the epitomie of the world,
the kingdome of Mars, and the seavenheaded
soveraigne of many provinces exceedingly shaken
with these quarrels, stained with these
bloudsheds, and grievously discomforted with the
death of her children, her babes were brought
foorth for the sword to glut upon, the bodies
of her ancients were made as pavements to walk
upon, her matrons became a pray and prize to
every ravisher, her priests and devoute sacri¬
fices were slaine before the gates of the
v

temples.60
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The ruin of Rome under the power of Sulla, Marius, and
Catiline was due, according to Fulbecke, to the neglect
of the commonweal.6l

The people cited allowed their own

ambition and lust to guide their actions.

They cared

little for the prosperity and peace of Rome.

Later,

Pompedius exhorts his people to strive for a commonweal
wherein prevail justice and law, not the private will of
powerful men.62

Salustius's oration on the commonweal

contains the following key points:
And strengthen the common-weale for succeeding
posterity, not by weapons, nor as against
enemies, but which is farre greater and more
difficult, by peaceable meanes.63
The title page of Appian's Civil Wars (translated 1578)
includes a condemnation of ambition as the source of
neglect for the commonweal:
In the which is declared:
Their greedy desire to conquere others.
Their mortall malice to destroy themselves.
Their seeking matters to make warre abroade.
Their picking of quarels to fall out at home.
All the degrees of Sedition, and all the effects
of Ambition....
Reynoldes expresses his disgust at those ambitious minds
that place their own welfare about that of the citizens:
chaunge of fortune hath caughte Cesar, whose
rewards for ambition was death. Ambition in
the loftye mindes of those that neyther feare
God, nor knowe themselves, creepeth as a cankar
and filthye leprosye, destroyinge all partes and
corruptinge the same:....6**
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Fulbecke compares Pompey the Great to Caesar.

Pompey

receives praise for placing the commonweal above his
own desires.

Caesar, on the other hand, is condemned

for his vicious pursuit of the civil war.
In Pompey there was this desire and thought to
overcome with as little bloudshed as might be.
But what fiends and damned spirits diddest thou
invocate Caius Caesar? what Stygian furies,
what infernall hagges, and what mightly terrors
didest thou intreat? to what Eumenides diddest
thou sacricfice, intending such a generall
slaughter?65
Fulbecke makes his point clear.

To open the gates of the

city to civil war is to invoke the blessing of the Furies
1

in the commonweal.
Rome's welfare.

Such was Caesar's contribution to

Fulbecke describes the condition of the

state in which the commonweal has been sacrificed to serve
the ambition and personal welfare of factions in the time
of Marius and Sulla:
The common weale was now in a tottering and
ruinous estate: covetousnesse was the cause of
crueltie, and the more wealthie a man was, the
more faultie was he judged: the accuser of a
rich man had his pay and reward out of the
coffers of him that was accused: and then was
profite and honestie confounded and made one.66
Compare the sedition and lawlessness of Marius and Sulla's
Rome with the peace and prosperity of the early Republic:
Then there flourished in
examples of abstinencie,
fortitude, and which was
securitie, an universall

Rome most admirable
modestle, justice,
the seale of their
,
unitie and agreement
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Thus Fulbecke considers the Early Republican Rome to be
a city where the commonweal was foremost in the minds of
citizens and magistrates alike.

Reynoldes enforces the

comparison for us:
with ambitious heades, the common wealthe is
least thoughte of, well willinge hartes never
desire innovacions, constant heades, in mind
and state quiet do alwayes continue, in a moste
goodlye harmonye directing theyr deedes and
actes to the advauncement and honour of the
common wealthe:....68
The tyrant with an ambitious head and the good prince
with a constant head are key characters in most Tudor
histories.

By placing the two side by side, Reynoldes

concisely presents to his readers the distinguishing
qualities of the good prince and the tyrant:
for therein the good Prince and the tyraunt
differre, the one regardeth the common wealthe,
thother his private commoditye: for the tyraunte
lyveth to himselfe, the good Prince to manye,
& therefore hee is loved of many.69
In summary it is appropriate to note a passage
from Richard Reynoldes which includes the concepts basic
to the writing of history in the sixteenth century —
the providence of God, the continuum of human history,
and moral instruction for citizen and prince:
An historie is the glasse of Princes, the image
moste lively bothe of vertue and vice, the
learned theatre or spectacle of all the worlde,
the councell house of Princes, the trier of all
truthes a witnes of all tymes & ages. After
death a perpetuall memorie of the noble actes of
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those that here deserved fame, a lively register
of the common wealthes of al ages, the worthiest
scholemaister of manners, the fountayne of all
knowledge to knowe God thorowely and thy selfe,
a bytte and snaffle to the proude & ambitious,
the learned schole of princes, the booke of
princes, & their quiet and softe pillowe to slepe
on, the perfit description of the marvelous
workes of God, in the preserving of princes and
common wealthes, a paterne of all common wealthes
layde before our eyes.70
It is clear that histories were written to teach
people how to conduct themselves and their state.

To

construct and maintain a flourishing state, not only must
the people contribute their loyalty to the prince, but
even more importantly, the prince must place the welfare
of his people above his personal aspirations.
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Chapter 2
Octavius in the Elizabethan Roman Histories

When the Elizabethan historians judged a histo¬
rical character, they examined him within the framework
of personal and private moral instruction advocated in
their histories.

Because they viewed history as a

continuum, moral lessons could be illustrated by their
judgments.

Octavius Caesar Augustus was one of the most

significant figures to whom the Elizabethan Roman histo¬
rians directed moral judgment.
In his analysis of Julius Caesar and Antony and
Cleopatra, J. E. Phillips places great importance on a
concept of Renaissance political thinkers that establishes
Octavius as "a great ruler."-*-

Since Phillips places

Shakespeare within the tradition of those influenced by
the "great ruler" concept of Octavius, he bases his
interpretation of Julius Caesar and Antony and Cleopatra
upon the historical material that he uses to support the
concept.
Phillips cites three authorities for his concept
of Octavius: George More, Chelidonius, and Thomas Elyot.
He quotes from the latter, who cites Suetonius in support
of the "great ruler" concept.

It is significant that
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Elyot should use Suetonius in testimony of Octavius's
qualities as a prince.

There is much in Suetonius's life

of Augustus that illustrates the rule of a great monarch
whose dominions included most of the civilized world.

But

there is much also which characterizes Octavius as a
vicious tyrant determined to satisfy his own lust for
power.

Phillips neglects to mention that the tyrant

Octavius appears not only in Suetonius, but in literally
hundreds of pages of Elizabethan Roman history as well.
The example of Phillips's oversimplification
should establish that it is dangerous to speak of "an
Elizabethan idea of Octavius," for he was a complex
figure.

In this essay, I shall present two contradicting

portraits of Octavius —- first, as the great
next, the ambitious tyrant.

monarch;

Later, in Chapter

we

shall discover how Shakespeare used the complexities and
incongruities of the character Octavius in Julius Caesar
and Antony and Cleopatra.

I

The Great Monarch

An essential part in the justification of a
monarchy is to establish the claim of the aspiring indi¬
vidual.
it.

A title must first exist before anyone can claim

There must have been in the past someone who clearly

bore a similar title.

Polydore Vergil traced Henry VII's
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claim to the English throne to his hypothetical blood
relation, Cadwallader, the ancient British king.

Similarly,

Richard Reynoldes traces Octavius's claim to the Emperor¬
ship of Rome to his hypothetical ancestor, the legendary
Aeneas.^

Pew Elizabethan lives of Augustus or Roman

histories neglect to point out that Caesar made Octavius
his heir.

As brief as his history is, Eutropius clearly

establishes the quasi-direct lineage from Julius Caesar
to Octavius.3

in Eutropius, Caesar's adoption is signifi¬

cant for the creation of a favorable image of Octavius.
Reynoldes, who saw in Octavius an archetype of
great monarchs, attributes his beneficent rule and demeanor
to his wide reading of histories:
Octavius Augustus, Alexander the great,...x
who were the great princes of the worlde, by
learned histories, in florishing estate
governed, and thereby attayned to great wysedorae.^
Reynoldes not only adds prestige to the reading and writing
of history by asserting that a great emperor learned much
from it, but he pays tribute to the wisdom and sincerity
of Octavius by showing him willing and able to learn from
the experiences recorded from former times.
Octavius's ancestry and learning were generally
less important to historians than his conscientious care
for the commonweal.

Those historians who honor him as

emperor offer many examples of the excellence of private
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and political morality, and his realization that good deeds
alone breed enduring fame in the world of man.

In Seile's

Augustus (1632), Octavius early In his career presents a
favorable impression to the people of Rome upon his entrance
into the city: "... his behaviour gentle and courteous:
So that all had cause to love him, none to feare him."5
His altercations with Antony as each maneuvered for power
in the city were the result of Antony's deceit and

treachery.^

After the defeat of Antony and Cleopatra,

Octavius used his victory with justice.

In Holland's

translation of Suetonius, Octavius is presented as a man
with a goal.

His resolution is strong, and his administra¬

tion fulfills the goal.

Octavius exclaims:

'0 that I might establish the Common wealth safe
and sound in her owne proper seate,....'
And
verily what hee wished, himselfe effected and
brought to passe, having endevoured and done
his best every way, that no man might repent of
this newe estate.?
Octavius pursued his peaceful goal, and allows only
clemency after his victory.®

Octavius returned to Rome,

and wisely burned all letters to Antony, lest the Romans
who favored Antony should think themselves in disfavor,
and act with hostility against himself.9

Having started

his rule in a benign spirit, Octavius then proclaimed
peace and establishes law:
And after hee had shutte the gates of Janus
temple, for that a generall peace folowed through
out the world, he disposed himself to set good
orders In the citie, and made many good lawes...?-0
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He reasserts the validity of many old laws which were
suspended during the civil wars.11

The several upheavals

of government and frequent expensive wars had induced a
state of chaos into the money system of Rome.

In order to

assure peace, money must be stabilized, and the citizens'
security guaranteed.

For this reason, Octavius

releeved the common stocke, which was greatly
wasted by civill warres, with his owne private
wealth, & them that were indebted to the common
treasurie, the billes of debt being burnt with
hiw owne handes, he did free from the daunger
of the rolle.1^
Fulbecke continues to praise Octavius by emphasizing that
the restoration of peace and order to the state greatly
promoted the common weal; prosperity and justice were the
fruits of Octavius's careful labor and statecraft.
Thus after civill emnities extinguished, forreine
warres fully ended, justice recalled, destiny
satisfied, strength was restored to lawes,
authoritie to Magistrates, dignitie to the Nobles,
majestie to the Senate, safetie to the peoples
the fieldes were without hindrance trimmed and
tilled, the sacrifices celebrated and solemnized,
quietnesse returned to men, and everie possession
to his lawfull owner: good lawes were made,
imperfect lawes were amended, bad lawes cancelled:
the Senators were severe without currishnesse,
the people honest without constraint: and with
this harmonie peace pleased the Romanes.!3
North's Plutarch concurs in this belief listing the achieve¬
ments of the new Emperor:
all the wars appeased, peace established, arms
laid down everywhere, the commonwealth in good
strength, the laws honoured, justice in authority,
the senate in their ancient glory, and the people
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restored by him to their rights of assembly to
choose their yearly magistrates, and to give
out their commissions and charges according to
their old custom:
According to Mexia, Octavius conducts himself with a pres¬
ence of mind which did not allow him to abuse his power,
or in any way indulge to excess:
Octavian enjoying so great prosperitie and
good fortune, was not altered in his naturall
condition, as in other Princes it hath happened,
but rather made more gentle, milde, just, and
affable, more courteous, more liberall and
more temperate.15
In this way — the practicing of virtue — the restora¬
tion of Rome to lawful government was protected and
preserved.
Octavianus Caesar living in this peace and
tranquillitie, omitted no part of his care for
the government of the Romane Common-wealth and
provinces thereof;....1°
In the life of Octavius, the difficulty overcome by the
Emperor is no less remarkable than his youthful wisdom.1?
The world lamented the death of one whose care for the
commonweal had produced a long period of peace and pros¬
perity unequalled in the memory of man.

Mexia asserts

the following in his Argument to his chapter on Octavius:
he died to the great griefe and sorrow of the
whole world, which through his goodnes had been
so long time conserved in peace.18
For his legacy of an ordered, peaceful Roman world, he was
deified. 19
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Reynoldes lauds Octavius for his establishment
of the peace throughout the world.

He considers this to

be the essential achievement for the well-being of the
state, and therefore the most important accomplishment of
the Emperor.20

E.

L., in his Romes Monarchie, sees

Octavius as an ancient model for Queen Elizabeth.

He is

a virtuous, peaceful monarch whose cause was just, and
whose rule was just.21

Perhaps the most favorable opinion

of Octavius can be found in Eutropius, who claims that
The Romayne Empyre at no tyme before his raign,
did more florishe. For besides the suppressing
of the civill warres in whiche hee alwayes was
invicyble, he annexed also to the Romain Empyre,
Egypt,....22

The praise for Octavius and his benign rule is widespread
in the Roman histories; Phillips's contention that Octavius
was considered to be a great ruler is firmly supported.

It

is necessary to notice that, except in a few instances, the
praise for Octavius is directed to his accomplishments
during his tenure as emperor.

We should now examine some

opinions of him before he was emperor.

II

The Ambitious Tyrant

When we consider the great praise accorded to
Octavius for his fruitful rule, it appears strange that
some final judgments of him should be reserved.

In
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Augustus, Selle completes his essay with an enigmatic
opinion:
It had beene an ineffable benefit to Commonwealth
of Rome'} if eyther he had never dyed, or never
beene borne.23
The empire of Augustus was established at great cost to
the Roman common weal.

His rule was so profitable that

it seemed as if the benefits gained from it repaid the
loss caused by the civil wars.

But the government estab¬

lished by Augustus required the rule of only the most
just emperor — anything less would cast Rome into its
former state of civil dissension and neglect for the
common weal.

The author is concluding his essay on

Augustus by asking, in effect, "Was the empire worth the
great pain to Rome's citizens and provinces?"

At the

murder of Julius Caesar, Pulbecke judges that Rome could
have returned to the most peaceful and fruitful years of
the Republic except for the personal ambition of Caesar's
heir, Octavius:
the common-weale did seeme to have rolled herselfe
into the state of her pristinate libertie, and it
had returned unto the same, if either Pompey had
not left sonnes, or Caesar had not made an
heire,....24
The author of Augustus develops a similar conclusion:
the Commonwealth might have recovered Liberty, if
either Caesar had left no heire,....25
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Fulbecke questions the right of Octavius to "succeed" to
the imperial position of Julius Caesar, because the privi¬
lege and honors were given to Caesar alone, not to his
lineage.

The hasty crime of Brutus and Cassius permitted

Octavius to fashion a just cause for aspiring to Caesar's
position of power.
But if Caesars death had bene attended, till
naturall dissolution, or just proceeding had
caused it, his nephews entrie into the monarchie
might well have bene barred and intercepted:
because these honors were annexed and appropriated
to Caesars person. And if patience might have
managed their wisdomes, though there had bene a
Caesar, yet. should there never have bene an
Augustus.26
What were the sources of the reluctance and regret
which permeate the adverse opinions of Octavius?

Contrary

to Eutropius, it was popular among the Elizabethan Roman
Historians (probably following Suetonius) to credit Octa¬
vius with creating most of the discords with Antony.
Octavius's interest was purely to satisfy his personal
ambition.

Rome had been the victim of several civil wars,

and never could benefit from more.
plottings.

North recounts Octavius's

After Antony had repulsed Octavius's attempts

to become consul
This young Caesar, seeing his doings, went unto
Cicero and others, which were Antonius' enemies,
and by them crept into favour with the Senate:....27
Octavius began to subvert the common weal to his own gain.
He delivered speeches against Antony;^8

I

he spread through-
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out the city rumour and dissension.29. His most treacherous
and irresponsible plot is revealed by Suetonius:
And thereupon by the advice and perswasion of
some he set certaine persons privily in hand to
murder Antonius;....30
Although the murder plot was discovered before effected,
Octavius was successful in his campaign to blacken the
image of Antony.

Cicero assisted Octavius by helping to

turn the Senate against Antony.31

North notes Antony's

defeat, and the civil war into which Rome was cast:
Cicero ... stirred up all men against Antonius:
so that in the end he made the senate pronounce
him an enemy to his country, and appointed young
Caesar sargeants to carry axes before him, and
such other signs as were incident to the dignity
of a Consul or Praetor: and moreover, sent
Hircius and Pansa, then consuls, to drive
Antonius out of Italy.32
Even after a peace had been devised between Antony and
Octavius, the young Caesar used his rival's absence from
Rome as an opportunity for sowing more civil dissension.33
In this situation, Octavius wilfully destroyed a peace
established specifically to avoid the upheavals caused by
his earlier dissensions.

North again describes Octavius's

use of the Senate in order to overpower Antony:
Octavius Caesar reporting all these things unto
the Senate, and oftentimes accusing him to the
whole people and assembly in Rome, he thereby
stirred up all the Romans against him.34
Octavius's viciousness aroused the disapproval of the
Senate on one notable occasion.

Suetonius writes that in
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assembly with the Senate Octavius read Antony's will,
the better to proove and make good that he had
degenerated... he caused the last will and testa¬
ment of the said Antonie ... to be opened and red
in a publike assemblie.35
Appian describes the incident and the Senate reaction:
So he joctaviusj went, and tooke it [the will]
away, and first by himselfe redde it, and noted
what might be sayde agaynst it.
Then he called
the Senate, and redde it openly, whereat many
were grieved, thinking it not reasonable that a
mans minde for his death, shoulde bee scanned
whylest he was alive.36
Octavius's willingness to sacrifice the well-being of
others in order to achieve his personal goals extended to
his own sister, Octavia.

Mexia recreates Octavius's

motives in advising Octavia to go to her husband Antony:
seeing that Antony cared not for his sister,
neither sent for her after that he had left her
in Rome, he [Octavius] therefore continually
counselled and urged her to goe to her husband,
to have (as I beleeve) occasion to fall out
with him (as Plutarch recounteth in the life of
Antony) if she were not well entertained.37
In Augustus, Octavius is still more devious, for he out¬
wardly affects concern for Octavia's welfare:
he commanded his Sister Octavia, to leave her
Husband Antonies house, yet privately hee
perswaded her to live there still, & bring up
his children: that so the Romans seeing her noble
demeanor and love to her Husband; might the more
heartily detest him;....38
Appian clearly indicates whose welfare was uppermost in
Octavius's mind when Octavia requested to go to Antony:
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At Rome Octavia desired to goe to hir husband
Antony. Caesar was content with it, not so
muche to pleasure his sister, as to take occasion
by the evill handling which he suspected would
followe of hir, to move just warre against
Antony.39
Octavius used his sister as bait to lead Rome into civil
war with Antony.

After Octavia's rejection at the hands of

Antony, Octavius takes advantage of the disrespect which his
rival incurs: "Octavian began openly to complaine of
Marcus Antonius, and to shew himselfe his enemie:...."^0
Octavius consciously drew Rome closer and closer to civil
war.
Fulbecke describes the state of the world leading
up to the founding of Octavius's monarchy:
And, as in the yearely conversion of the heavens,
it commeth to passe, that the starres jogged
together do murmure and threaten tempest, so
with the alteration of the Romane state, before
Octavius founded his Monarchie, the whole globe
of the earth with civill and forraine warre, with
fight on sea and land was terribly shaken.41
The young Caesar exploits the world in order to establish
his power firmly and exclusively.

Suetonius lists five

major civil wars Octavius engaged in: Mutina, Philippi,
Perusium, Sicily, and Actium.^

Appian's whole history

is concerned about the Roman civil wars previous to
Octavius's monarchy — An Auncient Historie and Exquisite
Chronicle of the Romanes Warres (1578).

The wars of Octa¬

vius occupy over two hundred pages alone.^3

Both he and
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Antony march on Rome to demand favours by the force of arms,
creating a panic in the city:
They in the citie were afrayde of Antonies commyng
with his army, and when they heard that Octavius
was comming with another, they were in a double
feare,...
Octavius extorts the consulship from Rome, and proceeds
to incite another civil war.

Mexia records the source of

the struggle with Pompey:
Octavian remaining in Rome, grew mightie, and
in great estimation; so likewise he became
covetous: and as the companie and neighbourhood
of Sextus Pompeius in Sicilia was displeasing
unto him, so would he have been glad to have any
occasion to warre against him: and so hee deter¬
mined, and prepared a great fleete for that
purpose,....^5
The battles between Octavius and Pompey were many, but the
final one "without doubt was one of the most cruell in
the world, ....
In order to explain why Octavius brought such
catastrophe to Rome, the Roman historians often explored
his motives for the several plots and civil wars.

Fulbecke

exposes the speciousness of Octavius's role as revenger for
the murder of Julius Caesar:
no common-weale can be without men of aspiring
humours, and when such a murder is wrought they
find present occasion to tumultuate, knowing
that Anarchie breedeth confusion, & that it is
best fishing in a troubled streamer making a
glorious pretece to revenge the death of a
Prince, though in heart & in truth, they beare
greater affection to the monarchie remaining,
then to the Monarcke who is taken away:....*+7
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Octavius seeks to stir Rome into a great civil tumult out
of which he may emerge supreme in power.
The early dispute with Antony is a significant
example of Octavius*s ability to create discord, and to
use the subsequent upheaval to further his program to
become sole ruler of Rome.

Octavius maneuvers the Senate
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into opposition with Antony and his army.

The Senate has

no army to oppose him, but Octavius does.

The Senate

therefore must grant Octavius great military and civil
powers in order to protect itself from Antony’s army.

Thus

Octavius gains power by stabilizing the discord he created.
In Seile's Augustus, Octavius schemes to have the army that
will challenge Antony led by Birtius and Pansa, the ruling
consuls, so that he will stand to gain most with least
risk to himself.^9

The most extreme degree of Octavius's

thirst for supreme power appears in Suetonius's account
of the Birtius-Pansa battle against Antony at Mutina:
During this warre, when Birtius had lost his
life in the conflict, and Pansa soone after of
his wound, it was bruited.rifely abroad, that
both of them were by his {Octavius*!] meanes
slaine: to the ende that having defaited
Antonius, and the commonwealth beeing bereift
of both Consuls, he alone might seize uppon
the victorious armies....Aquillius Niger ...
saith, that the one of the Consuls, to wit,
Birtius, was in the verie confused medly of
the battaile killed by Augustus himselfe.50
i

Later, when Octavius and Antony make war as allies,

North testifies:
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when they had driven all the natural Italians
out of Italy, they gave their soldiers their
lands and towns, to the which they had no right:
and moreover the only mark they shot at in all
this war they made, was but to overcome and
reign:5l
and they did nothing to avoid the misery brought to all
Italy by their wars.52

Mexia accounts for their neglect

of the commonweal:
But the truth is, they both desired to bee
Lords of the whole, and in my opinion, vainglorie, ambition, covetousnes, and envie, moved
them thereto, each of them putting his determina¬
tion in effect, calling and levying forces and
aides; so as the whole world in a manner, either
of the one side or other, was moved and troubled
therewith:....53
Mexia cites in particular Octavius whose greed and ambi¬
tion overwhelms all other motives in the quest for world
domination:
as the desire and hunger to raigne is endlesse,
and the thirst with continuance encreaseth, as
though that each of them had not had enough of
his share, both of them bethought themselves
hoxv they might be able to obtaine the whole,
principally Octavian,....5^ {my underlines]
The offences of Octavius against the commonweal
were many, but none so corrupt, none so destructive, nor
none so cruel as the proscription by the Triumvirate.
Upon the announcement of proscription
many Monsters and terrible tokens were seene in
Rome. Dogges yelled like Wolves, a fearefull
warning. Wolves ranne about the common place,
a beast, not wonte to be seene at Rome. An Ore
sounded a mans voyce: and a childe spake as soone
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as it was borne. Some of the Images sweate.
Some did sweate bloud. Great voyces of men,
noyse of harnesse, and running of Horses, were
hearde, and nothyng seene.
About the Sunne, there were manye unpleasante
sightes. Stormes also of stones. Continuall
lightnings fell uppon the Temples and the pictures.
For thys cause, the Senate sente for Southsayers
and Prophetes out of Toscane, the most auntiente,
of the which, affirmyng that the olde kyngs
shoulde returne, and every man be in bondage but
himselfe alone, he shutte his mouth, and stopped
hys breath tyll he dyed.55
The Triumvirate, supposedly conceived to preserve the
peace, became an instrument by which to fulfil personal
ambition.

Octavius, Antony, and Lepidus, according to

North,
did divide all the empire of Rome between them,
as if it had been their own inheritance. But
yet they could hardly agree whom they would put
to death: for every one of them would kill their
enemies, and save their kinsmen and friends.
Yet at length, giving place to their greedy
desire to be revenged of their enemies, they
spurned all reverence of blood and holiness of
friendship at their feet.5°
Mexia stresses the perverted standards of friendship
displayed by the Triumvirs:
In this proscription and league which they
made, ... they concluded also each of them
to kill his enemies, and the one delivering
them into the others hands, having more
respect and care to be revenged of an enemie,
then to the saving of a friend: and so was
made the most cruell and most inhumane
proscription and butcherie that ever was
seene or heard of, giving and exchanging friends
and kinsmen, for enemies and adversaries.57
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Appian explores the several motives behind the proscription
decree:
These three men beyng thus alone by themselves,
dyd appoynte them that shoulde dye.
They
suspected some for their power.
Some they
registered as theyr private enimies, and some
theyr owne familiars and friendes they gave to
dye, to serve eache others turne, both then, and
afterwarde, and so were men condemned one after
another, some for enemitie: some onely for a
little offence, as for loving hys enimies, or
hatyng hys friendes, or for beeyng too riche,
bycause they wanted much money to maynteyne
the warre.58
Not only the commonweal was sacrificed in order to achieve
personal power, but friends, in effect, were murdered.
Among the dead were 300 Senators and 2000 noble Romans,
"so great power had ambition and hatred in the hearts of
these three men."59

The irony of the Triumvirate’s action

compared with the purpose of its existence is clear in
Appian:
It seemed wonderful to them to consider, that
other (Titties being undone by sedition, have
bin preserved againe by agreement. This
Cittie, the devision of the rulers hadde
consumed, and their agreement, broughte it
to desolation:....°0
Octavius's rule is compared to the sacking of a city, and
his care of the commonweal likened to sedition.

Octavius

is clearly condemned as a tyrant in Augustus:
The poor Romans had not changed the Tyranny
£of Julius Caesar], but the Tyrants. Yea
they had three for one into the bargaine.°l
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The time of the proscriptions was "a lamentable
and ruthfull time, good and bad, rich and poore, being
alike subject to the slaughter."^2

Mexia attempts to

describe the discord and sorrow which seized Rome and
Italy under the rule of the Triumvirs:
And presently those which by them were condemned
and proscript, were by their commandement put to
death, being sought out in al parts & places,
ransacking their houses, and confisking their
goods: In the execution whereof there was so
great confusion, sorrow and heavines in the
citie of Rome, and almost in al Italie^ as the
like was never seene nor heard of therein by
man.°3
So neglected was morality that murder was rewarded by
the Triumvirs:
Forthwith, bothe in the countrie and the Cittie,
as' menne were taken, there was greate suddayne
slaughter, and diverse kyndes of murders, and
cuttings off of heads to be shewed for rewardes
sake.... The condemned, persons heads were brought
before the seats in the common place, that they
that had brought them, might receive their
goods. ^
Values were inverted by the proscriptions so that the trust
which people had for one another was destroyed.

Because

this trust was the basis for social order, the loss of it
meant social chaos.

So extensive was the destruction of

society that families were torn apart by murders and
betrayals:
It was to see them fal at a slaves feete with
teares, namyng. him saviour and good maister:
and more pitifull it was, that when they hadde
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done all this, they could get no grace, there
was all shapes of miserie: not as in sedition or
sacking of a Cittie, where men myghte feare their
foes and enimies, and trust their families, but
here they were more afrayde of them, than of the
killers:....°5
Even Eutropius, who sees Octavius as the great
monarch, admits that his paragon of princes did wilfully
"... detayne the weale publique, by force of armes."66
North allows that Octavius at first opposed the idea of
proscription, but he admits: "when the sword was once
drawn, he was no less cruel than the other two."67
Suetonius attributes to him the same initial reluctance
followed by vigorous cruelty:
hee stoode against his colleagues proceedings
for a good while, that there might be no
proscription: but when it was once on foote,
hee executed it more sharply than they both....
he alone was very earnest, that none might bee
spared:....68
Octavius revealed that his motive in carrying out the
proscription i?as to gain personal power:
when M. Lepidus had in the Senatehouse excused
all that was past and given good hope of clemencie
for the time to come, ... he [Octavius] on the
contrarie side professed openly, That hee had
determined no other end of the saide proscription,
but that hee might have liberty still to proceede
in all things as he would.69
Octavius, according to Mexia,
plotting the Triumvirat, he shed so much bloud
and did such execution, that there was not any
streete in Rome, but was stained with civill
bloud.70
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North's final word on the proscriptions presents a fit
conclusion to the abundant catalogue of historical opinion
damning Octavius:
In my opinion there was never a more horrible,
unnatural, and crueller change than this was.
For thus changing murther for murther, they did
as well kill those whom they did forsake and
leave unto others, as those also which others
left unto them to kill: but so much more was
their wickedness and cruelty great unto their
friends, for that they put them to death being
innocents, and having no cause to hate them.71
In other events under his direction, Octavius appears
barbarous and savage.

Suetonius mentions his cruelty

to the prisoners at Philippi,72 his mass execution at

Perusia,73 and his plucking out of Gallius's eyes.74
The significance of the common indictment against
Octavius's tyranny by the several historians is that
nearly all the acts condemned were committed before
Octavius became emperor.

Most of the historians damn

Octavius's neglect of the commonweal while he strove to
attain absolute power; most praise him for his care after
he had obtained it.

He is both the ambitious and ruthless

tyrant, and the benevolent monarch.

To see either of these

phases in his career as the Elizabethan, or Renaissance,
idea of Augustus is to be selective, or naive, to the point
of distortion.

Mexia comprehends the complexity of

Octavius: "he happened wisely and uprightly to governe that,
which by force and cunning he had gotten."75
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The historians condemn Octavius because his acts
before he became emperor violated the lessons that they
specifically sought to teach.

They praise Octavius because

his acts after he became emperor excelled in virtues that
they held highest.
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Chapter 3
I

Julius Caesar

Julius Caesar often receives praise for its
simplicity and straight-forward dramatization of a popular
and traditional storyy~lJ Frequently it is condemned for a
faulty structure which is discontinuous at the death and
funeral of Caesar.

Further, the title is said to he mis¬

leading and confusing, for Caesar is actually a relatively
minor character whose murder is the instrument in Brutus's
tragedy.

Frequently, critics decide that Brutus is the

main character, and that the play therefore is misnamed
because it is not about Caesar at all.
It is clear that Brutus is the central figure in
the struggle between factions, and the focus of our interest
from the beginning to the climax of the action.

But

Brutus's life and career stand opposed to the concept of
absolute power that Julius Caesar represents.

The concept

of Caesar is present throughout the play; it often is
referred to as "the spirit of Caesar."

Brutus asserts the

aim of his faction:
We all stand up against the spirit of Caesar,
And in the spirit of men there is no blood.
0 that we then could come by Caesar's spirit
And not dismember Caesar!

(2.1.

167-170)
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Over dead Caesar’s wounds Antony prophesies:
And Caesar's spirit, ranging for revenge,
With Ate by his side come hot from hell,
Shall in these confines with a monarch's voice
Cry "HavocI" and let slip the dogs of war,....
(3.1. 270-273)
In answer to Brutus, the apparition that vows to meet him
at Phillippi identifies himself as
Thy evil spirit, Brutus.
(4.3. 282)
Realizing his defeat, Brutus hails his dead victim:
0 Julius Caesar, thou art mighty yeti
Thy spirit walks abroad and turns our swords
In our own proper entrails.
(5.3. 94-96)
It is really Caesar's presence, the concept of Caesar,
and his spirit that dominate the play.

Caesar is the

image of imperialism, and it is this image which we
must recognize as Brutus's opponent throughout the play.
Brutus himself recognizes this when after considering the
effect of power on human character and action he decides to
murder Caesar:
But 'tis a common proof
That lowliness is young ambition's ladder,
V/hereto the climber upward turns his face;
But when he once attains the upmost round,
He then unto the ladder turns his back,
Looks in the clouds, scorning the base degrees
By which he did ascend, So Caesar may.
(2.1.21-27)
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The physical Caesar dies, but the concept of Caesarisra,
the rule of one omnipotent, lives to shape the events in
the last half of the play.

The first sign of the inef¬

fectiveness of Brutus’s drastic crime appears when the mob,
assenting to his oration on the justice of Caesar's murder,
responds as follows:
ALL. Live, Brutus! live, live!
1. PLEBEIAN. Bring him with triumph home unto
his house.
2. PLEBEIAN. Give him a statue with his
ancestors.
3. PLEBEIAN. Let him be Caesar.
Caesar's better parts
Shall be crowned in Brutus.
1. PLEBEIAN. We'll bring him to his house
with shouts and clamors.
(3.2.47-52)
The infection of Caesarism in the mob reveals the pervasive
influence of "the spirit of Caesar."
We can see that Antony by the design of his funeral
oration seeks to preserve for the mob the presence and
reality of the now lifeless Caesar.

Antony can stir the

Romans to revenge and "mischief" only by bringing Caesar
to life in their minds — Caesar's deeds must live in their
memories.

By introducing Caesar's will into the funeral

oration Antony hopes to create a union between the mob and
dead Caesar's former life.

If the citizens can be made to

feel that they are Caesar's heirs — his children and his
legacy — Caesar's power will be as real in spirit as it
was in body.

Antony creates a ritual of union by which
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the plebeians partake of Caesar's blood:
But here's a parchment with the seal of Caesar.
I found it in his closet; 'tis his will.
Let but the commons hear this testament,
Which (pardon me) I do not mean to read,
And they would go and kiss dead Caesar's wounds
And dip their napkins in his blood;
Yea, beg a hair of him for memory,
And dying, mention it within their wills,
Bequeathing it as a rich legacy
Unto their issue'.
(3.2. 128-137)
The murdered dictator becomes a martyr — St. Caesar—
whose spirit lives in relics worshiped and passed from
hand to hand through generations.

Antony leads the mob

to mutiny and riot by suggesting what they would (i.e.,
should) do if they knew how closely Caesar's actions and
welfare were identified with theirs:
Have patience gentle friends; I must not read
it.
It is not meet you know how Caesar loved you.
You are not wood, you are not stones, but men;
And being men hearing the will of Caesar,
It will inflame you, it will make you mad.
'Tis good you know not that you are his heirs;
For if you should, 0, what would come of it?
(3.2. 140-146)
The will itself is the instrument, quite literally,
through which "the spirit of Caesar" passes into the con¬
sciousness of the Roman mob.

Antony bids the crowd to

assemble in a circle around Caesar's corpse in order to
hear the will.

He then takes full advantage of their

proximity to their dead benefactor by recreating the murder
scene.

The mob experiences the murder as Antony describes
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it before their eyes, and they are drawn into a closer unity
with Caesar, and the injustice he suffered (see 3.2. 169-189).
The rapacity of the assassins and the unnatural betrayal by
Brutus contrasted with Caesar's noble death creates an
imbalance which Antony implies that the crowd, bound first
to Caesar by legacy and now by ritual, must rectify.

Bis

implication becomes explicit when he identifies Caesar with
the citizens:
0, what a fall was there, my countrymen I
Then I, and you, and all of us fell down,
Whilst bloody treason flourished over us.
(3.2. 190-192)
The Romans respond to "the spirit of Caesar" with which
Antony has infected them:
2.

PLEBEIAN.
ALL.

We will be revenged.
Revenge I About I Seek! Burn I
Fire! Kill! Slay! Let not a
traitor live!
(3.2. 203-205)

Antony has successfully fused the mob with the image of
Caesar, for they are avenging not only Caesar, but them¬
selves.

Caesar's spirit begins to destroy Brutus and the

conspirators with the fires that consume his body — a
vivid scene, the power of which should assure us that
Caesar, now dead, remains living:
We'll burn his body in the holy place
And with the brands fire the traitor's houses.
(3.2. 254-255)
In addition to "the spirit of Caesar," there is
another form in which Caesarism continues to oppose Brutus.
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Caesar is not long dead when Antony receives word that
Octavius Caesar camps a short distance from Rome.

At the

climax of the soliloquy (3.1.254-275) over Caesar's body,
Antony prophesies that Caesar's spirit will "let slip the
dogs of war."

Three lines later, the soliloquy ended,

Octavius immediately is introduced into the play.

Antony

questions a servant: "You serve Octavius Caesar, do you
not?" (3.1.276)

The juxtaposition of Caesar's revenge and

the introduction of Octavius as Octavius Caesar is not
accidental.

Not only is Octavius linked by family name to

the murdered Caesar, but he came to Rome at the dictator's
beckon: "Caesar did write for him to come to Rome."
(3.1.278).

Later, in the following scene, Octavius's servant
appears before Antony at the conclusion of the funeral
oration.

Before, Caesar's spirit was "ranging for revenge"

when the servant announced the presence of Octavius: now
Caesar's revenge is "afoot."

Immediately, the servant cries

"Sir, Octavius is already come to Rome." (3.2.262). Octavius
settles in the shadow and image of Caesar: "He and Lepidus
are at Caesar's house."

(3.2.264).

By the juxtaposition

with Caesar's revenge, Octavius is united with it; by the
blood relationship with Caesar, he carries on Caesar's
image and spirit.
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Octavius himself recognizes his heritage of
Caesarism and his duty of vengeance:
Look,
I draw a sword against conspirators.
When think you that the sword goes up again?
Never, till Caesar's three-and-thirty wounds
Be well avenged, or till another Caesar
Have added slaughter to the sword of traitors.
(5.1.50-55)
Octavius announces that he will avenge the murder of
Julius, or he, too ("another Caesar"), will be murdered
by the same traitors.
be studied.

The subtlety of this passage must

It is clear enough that Octavius thinks him¬

self "another Caesar."

He sees himself embodying the

imperial tradition that his elder created.

But he indi¬

cates his position and rank more clearly by identifying
himself with Caesar more closely.

If he is to be defeated,

it must by in the same manner as Caesar-slaughter — and
by the same hands — the traitors'.
Those who criticize the play for breaking off in
the middle are not likely to place much importance on the
character of Octavius — he speaks few lines, and does not
enter as a character until Act 4.

But his significance

cannot be measured by counting lines.

The numerous

associations of Octavius Caesar with Julius Caesar point
to a specific relationship between the characters. Octavius
appears only after Caesar has died.

He is "another Caesar."
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Julius, although dead, lives in the physical world still,
and manifests his image of power, Caesarism, in the
vengeance and ambition of Octavius.
"The spirit of Caesar" manifests itself in another
medium after the death of Julius.

Caesar's ghost presents

Brutus with a more vigorous execution of the Imperator
than the living Caesar ever did: "...thou shalt see me at
Philippi."

(4.3.283)

This is not only a command, but a

dictum of fate — it is unalterable, and it is determined.
Brutus's reaction to the ghost has been the subject of
varied critical interpretation.

The most popular has been

to see Brutus, unshaken, casting his defiance at the ghost
with a terse statement of fact: "Why, I will see thee at
Philippi then."

(4.3.286){^) But is Brutus unshaken when

the ghost appears?
It comes upon me. Art thou any thing?
Art thou some god, some angel, or some devil,
That mak'st my blood cold and my hair to stare?
(4.3.278-280)
Brutus's blood would hardly be warmed, or his hair relaxed,
at the icy reply: "Thy evil spirit, Brutus."

(4.3.282).

The worst of Brutus's fears has been confirmed.

The appari¬

tion is neither a thing, nor a god, nor an angel — it is a
ghost.

After the ghost has delivered his dictum, Brutus

questions the fate assigned froxhim: "Well; then I shall
|5A\ my®^)3 see thee again^S (4.3.284).

The ghost's
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answer remains firm: "Ay, at Philippi."

(4.3.285).

To

this, Brutus replies (as I have quoted above): "Why, I
will see thee at Philippi then."

(4.3.286).

Brutus’s

reply has indicated fearlessness, self-composure, and
defiance to many people.

Since Brutus has described his

own fear in line 280, I think it unwise to assert that he
is fearless.

His reply in line 286 indicates that he has

perceived the inevitability of the ghost's reappearance;
he recognizes it, and has no choice but to accept it.
Brutus again reveals his fear to us in line 287: "Now I
have taken heart thou vanishest."

The word "now" refers

to a specific time: this moment.

Brutus composed himself

from his initial fright, but at that moment the ghost
disappeared.
Brutus later restates his recognition of the
infallibility of the ghost's decree:
The ghost of Caesar hath appeared to me
Two several times by night — at Sardis once,
And this last night here in Philippi fields.
I know my hour is come.
(5.5. 17-20)
The appearahce of the ghost — his evil spirit — Brutus
knows will bring him only ill fortune.
"The spirit of Caesar" manifests itself on two
levels — the warlike vengeance of Octavius and the
attendance of the implacably evil ghost upon Brutus's
fortune.

When Brutus declares in defeat:

&K
Thou seest the world, Volumnius, how it goes.
Our enemies have beat us to the pit....

(5.5.22-23)
it is difficult not to include both Octavius and the ghost
as Brutus's "enemies."
The significance of Octavius at this point is that
he contributes to the perpetuation of "the spirit of Caesar."
It is Octavius who effects the physical defeat of Brutus.
Antony is a partner to the defeat, but it is clear that
Octavius, the boy, is master of the elder(^3^ Octavius is
Brutus's nemesis, and the instrument of his defeat.

The

continuity and effectiveness of Caesar and Caesarism is
clear to Brutus at his death:
Caesar, now be still.
I killed not thee with half so good a will.

(5.5.50-51)
He immediately "runs on his sword and dies."

The continuity

and effectiveness of Caesar and Caesarism means, also, that
the structural unity of the play is not broken at the death
of Caesar, but remains whole. ,>
//'

What is the character of Octavius in Julius Caesar?
MacCallum reflects a standard opinion: Octavius is reserved,
disciplined, calculating — he has the qualities of the
successful army general and the political strategist.^
I think his character can be defined with more precision.
We can gain a perspective if we compare Shakespeare's
Octavius with the Octavius found in Elizabethan Roman
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histories.

Immediately we see that Shakespeare at no time

constructs his Octavius as representative of the great and
benevolent monarch found In Reynoldes, Eutropius, Mexia,
Fulbecke, or North.

In Julius Caesar, Octavius engages in

the acts of a tyrant — the same acts that made the early
part of his career so notorious in the histories.

The

clearest and most famous example of Octavius as the ruth¬
less tyrant occurs at the beginning of Act 4.

Here we

see the triumvirate gathered to exterminate those whom
their wills or whims dictate should be killed.

Whereas

North's Octavius was a passive participant in designating
who should die, Shakespeare's Octavius is not so timid:
OCTAVIUS.

Your brother too must die. Consent
you, Lepidus?
LEPIDUS.
I do consent —
OCFAVIUS.
Prick him down, Antony.
(4.1.2-4)
We should remember that these words are the first that
Octavius speaks, and that the proscription scene marks his
first appearance.

His character clearly is cast in the

role of an oppressive tyrant.
With the same motive that governed the proscriptions
the quest for power — Octavius employs civil war in his
policy of statecraft.

It may be argued that the civil war

is as much the fault of Brutus as of Octavius.

This is

true, but we know that Brutus's motives were noble (Brutus's
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soliloquy, l,3.10ff, and his oration at Caesar's funeral,
3.2.12ff.).

On the other hand Octavius's imperious

attitude toward Antony leaves no doubt that he considers
himself master of Rome, and he pursues the civil war as
much to convince the city of this as to avenge Caesar
(see 5.1.20 and 5.5.78).

Brutus seeks the improvement

of the commonweal in his acts; Octavius is allied with
Antony's neglect of the commonweal:
Now let it work. Mischief, thou art afoot,
Take thou what course thou wilt.
(3.2.260-261)
Octavius reveals his motives of personal ambition in the
final lines of the play:
So call the field to rest, and let's away
To part the glories of this happy day.
(5.5.8O-81)

He is quick to direct the victory to the sharing of spoils
and the establishment of power.
Shakespeare's Octavius closely resembles the ruth¬
less and warlike Octavius of the Elizabethan histories —
the man who, in order to establish his supremacy, plunged
Rome into one and a half decades of bloody civil war.

Such

a ruler could only be condemned by the historians. Octavius's
generous and benevolent acts which earned him the love of
the people do not appear in the play.

We see him neglecting

the commonweal by engaging in civil war, and ruling immorally
by committing murder.

He violates all the Elizabethan con-
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cepts of political and private morality illustrated by the
historians in chapters 1 and 2.

He disregards the quest

for honest and praiseworthy fame, for his ignominious deeds
will live forever in the histories.

When Octavius gloats

over his "glory" at the end of the play, it is ironic that
his "glory" as recorded by Shakespeare is one of infamy and
notoriety.

Because Shakespeare's Octavius violates the

lesson of a widespread body of Elizabethan moral and politi
cal instruction, his character is that of a villain.
Before a full appreciation of Octavius's signifi¬
cance becomes apparent, two important questions remain to
be answered: (l)
(2)

"What is Brutus's tragedy?" and

"What is the theme of the play?"
Brutus's tragedy often is said to rest with the

fact that he murders Caesar to restore Rome to a republican
government and that his act leads not only to his own
defeat, but to a government of tyrants more vicious than
Caesar.

In my opinion, this is not tragedy, but irony and

pathos.

Irony and pathos do not in themselves constitute

tragedy; they contribute to it.

Tragedy requires not only

defeat, but the expression of an attitude which accepts it.
Only through external defeat does the tragic human charac¬
ter achieve fulfillment within itself.

By the renunciation
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of the false external world of material defeat, the human
character is able to restore itself to a state of inward
tranquility that exceeds the original state of glory.

The

Brutus of Act 5J scene 5* has achieved this fulfillment.
He has accepted defeat and renounced the material world:
Come, poor remains of friends, rest on this rock....
(5.5.1)
I know my hour is come.
VOLUMNIUS. Not so, ray lord.
BRUTUS. Nay, I am sure it is, Volumnius.
Thou seest the world, Volumnius, how it goes.
Our enemies have beat us to the pit.
It is more worthy to leap in ourselves
Than tarry till they push us....
(5.5.19-25)
So fare you well at once; for Brutus's tongue
Hath almost ended his life's history.
Night hangs upon mine eyes; my bones would rest,
That have but labored to attain this hour.
(5.5.39-42)
The nobility and magnanimity of this defeated Brutus far
exceeds that of the earlier Brutus.

Even in defeat, he

can with all truthfulness declare:
My heart doth joy that yet in all my life
I found no man but he was true to me.
(5.5.34-35)
x
The tragedy of Brutus, then, is not an isolated event in
his life, nor is it a "flaw" in his character.

His tragedy

is his life in its entirety — his initial position of
honor and glory, his defeat and fall, his renunciation and
restoration.

Brutus himself expresses his restoration and

final state of glory:
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I shall have glory by this losing day
More than Octavius and Mark Antony
By this vile conquest shall attain unto.

(5.5.36-38)
In these three lines, we find the informing princi¬
ple of the whole play.
and defeat.

Brutus states a paradox of victory

In his defeat, he triumphs more than Octavius

or Antony can possibly hope for.

Brutus has "glory" in

"losing," while the tyrants achieve a "vile conquest."
The epithet "vile" completes the paradox, for in winning,
Octavius has actually lost.

His material victory has denied

him the glory which Brutus has won within himself by renun¬
ciation of the material world.

Earlier Brutus had defeated

Caesar in mortal combat, but Caesar triumphed in defeat.
He became a martyr around whom the exponents of Caesarism,
Octavius and Antony, were able to assemble, and grow strong.
In his victory over Caesar, Brutus was doubly defeated.

Not

only did he lose the war at Philippi, but earlier he lost
the paragon of wives, Portia.

She died, (says Brutus)

Impatient of my absence
And grief that young Octavius with Mark Antony
Have made themselves so strong; for with her death
That tidings came.

(4.3.152-155)
The paradoxes of victory and defeat define the theme of the
play as being the question: "What is really victory, and
what is really defeat in the human condition?"

The tragedy

of Brutus contrasted with the "success" of Octavius provides
an answer.
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II

Antony and Cleopatra

Unlike Julius Caesar, Antony and Cleopatra is not
commonly considered a simple, straight-forward play.

Never¬

theless Antony and Cleopatra, like Julius Caesar, has been
the subject of much simple, straightforward interpretation.
It is normal to think that Antony fell from his position of
great power to his death because of his "tragic flaw" —
his lust for sensuous love.

Antony’s tragedy, then, is

that he allowed his emotions to trample his reason into
confusion.

Antony licentiously squanders his power,

while Octavius wins the Roman Empire by industriously
attending to matters of state — he wins because he
deserves to win.

Whether the play presents a clear-cut

study of reason triumphant over passion — Octavius
triumphant over Antony — remains to be seen.
The character of Octavius when we first see him
contrasts markedly to that of Antony.

Octavius condemns

Antony's neglect of his duties as one of the triumvirs:
From Alexandria
This is the news: he fishes, drinks, and wastes
The lamps of night in revelj is not more
manlike
Than Cleopatra, nor the queen of Ptolemy
More womanly than hej hardly gave audience, or
Vouchsafed to think he had partners....

(1.4.3-8)
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...yet must Antony
No way excuse his foils when we do bear
So great weight in his lightness.

(1.4.23-25)
Antony on the other hand has no patience with the tedium
of administration:
MESSENGER. News, my good lord, from Rome.
ANTONY. Grates me I The sum....

(1.1.18-19)
Let Rome in Tiber melt and the wide arch
Of the ranged empire fallI

(1.1.33-34)
Later, at Pompey’s feast, Antony shows gay abandon:
Come, let’s all take hands
Till that the conquering wine hath steeped our
sense
In soft and delicate Lethe.

(2.7.105-107)
But Octavius is unwilling to' lose his senses to wine:
But I had rather fast from all four days
Than drink so much in one.

(2.7.101-102)
J. E. Phillips contends that the contrast between sensuous
Antony and sensible Octavius clearly establishes Octavius
as the just monarch who has the welfare of the state fore¬
most in his mind.
In critical commentary on both Julius Caesar and
Antony and Cleopatra, inadequate emphasis has
been given the significance of the fact that
Octavius is the same emperor Augustus who was
hailed in the Renaissance not only as the man
under whom Roman monarchy was restored and civil
tranquility established but as the paragon of
princes.2
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But for the first four acts of Antony and Cleopatra Shake¬
speare's Octavius Is one of the triumvirate, not the
Emperor Augustus.

As we have seen In Chapter 2, the

Elizabethan portraits of Octavius as triumvir differ
significantly from the portraits of him as Emperor.

We

must examine Shakespeare's triumvir Octavius in order to
determine whether his character and actions are those of
the great Augustus, or of an ambitious tyrant.
We noted that Octavius's first speech, quoted in
part above, was an expression of distaste at Antony's
excessive reveling.

This criticism of Antony's riot seems

just, but Octavius's speech is a careful exercise in argu¬
ment and persuasion designed, it would seem, to undercut
Antony's influence in Rome.

Octavius establishes his

position as the "vir bonus," the honest observer who bears
no prejudice nor any malice toward his compatriots:
You may see, Lepidus, and hence forth know
It is not Caesar's natural vice to hate
Our great competitor.
(1.4.1-3)
Evidence against Antony is presented, and from his selfappointed position as impartial judge, Octavius delivers
his stern verdict:
You shall find there
A man who is the abstract of all faults
That all men follow.
(1.4.8-10)
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Lepidus is not convinced by Octavius's rhetoric.

'

He replies:

I must not think there are
Evils enow to darken all his goodness:
His faults in him, seem as the spots of heaven,
More fiery by night's blackness; hereditary
Rather than purchased, what he cannot change
Than what he chooses.

(1.4.10-15)
Octavius chids him:
You are too indulgent....

(1.4.16)
and undertakes a new persuasion in order to maneuver Lepidus
against Antony:
Let's grant it is not
Amiss to tumble on the bed of Ptolemy,
To give a kingdom for a mirth, to sit
And keep the turn of tippling with a slave,
To reel the streets at noon, and stand the buffet
With knaves that smell of sweat. Say this becomes
him
(As his composure must be rare indeed
Whom these things cannot blemish), yet must
Antony
No way excuse his foils when we do bear
So great weight in his lightness. If he filled
His vacancy with his voluptuousness,
Full surfeits and the dryness of his bones
Call on him for't. But to confound such time
That drums him from his sport and speaks as loud
As his own state and ours, 'til to be chid
As we rate boys who, being mature in knowledge,
Pawn their experience to their present pleasure
And so rebel to judgement.

(1.4.16-33)
This scene usually is interpreted as a factual indictment
of Antony, that Octavius is merely a mouthpiece through
which Shakespeare voices his disapproval of the elder Roman's
riotous abandon.

Such an interpretation ignores the dramatic
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situation, and what the characters actually say.

In sum,

Caesar is breeding discord in a state which was supposed
to be assured stability and peace through the establishment
of the Triumvirate.
Antony himself comprehends what mischief Octavius
had done by inciting Rome against him.

He notes that

Octavius
...made his will and read it
To public ear;
Spoke scantly of me: when perforce he could not
But pay me terras of honor, cold and sickly
He vented them, most narrow measure lent me;
When the best hint was given him, he not took't
Or did it from his teeth.

(3.4.4-10)
Octavius has willingly brought Rome closer to civil war by
trying to turn Rome against Antony in order to satisfy his
own ambition.
These two scenes are not the only instances of
Octavius's inciting Romans against Antony.

Talking

inf

Agrippa and Maecenas, Caesar lists a series of offenses
which underline Antony as a traitor:
Contemning Rome, he has done all this and more
In Alexandria.
Here's the manner of't
In th' market place on a tribunal silvered,
Cleopatra and himself in chairs of gold
Were publicly enthroned; at the feet sat
Caesarion, whom they call my father's son,
And all the unlawful issue that their lust
Since then hath made between them. Unto her
He gave the stablishment of Egypt; made her
Of lower Syria, Cyprus, Lydia,/Absolute queen.

(3.6.1-11)
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It is crucial to notice that Octavius is already planning
to rule alone.

In Caesarion, he sees a potential challenger

to his claim to Caesar's absolute power.

Caesarion is

Caesar's natural son; Octavius is but his nephew by birth,
and his son only by adoption.
Octavius casts Rome into more civil wars in order to
capture absolute power.

Antony accuses him of creating

disorder to Octavia;

New wars

He hath waged
'gainst Pompey;....

(3.5.3-4)
He deposes Lepidus, according to Eros, more because he had
-the power so to do, than for any just and substantial cause:.
EROS.
Caesar and Lepidus have made wars upon
Pompey.
ENOBARBUS. This is old. What is the success?.
EROS.. Caesar, having made use of him in the •
wars 'gainst Pompey, presently denied him rivality
would not let him partake in the glory of the
action; and not resting here, accuses him of
letters he had formerly wfcote to Pompey; upon
his own appeal, seizes him; so the poor third
is up till death enlarge his confine.

(3.5.4-11)
In North's Plutarch, Octavius sacrifices Octavia,
the pawn, in order to lead Antony into an offence which
would arouse the ire of Rome and give himself sufficient
cause to attack him:
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Now whilst Antonius was busy in this prepar¬
ation, Octavia his wife, whom he had left at
Rome, would needs take sea to come unto him.
Her brother Octavius Caesar was willing to it,
not for his respect at all (as most authors
do report) as for that he might have an
honest colour to make war with Antonius, if
he did misuse her, and not esteem of her as
she ought to be.3
In Shakespeare this ruthless deceit by Octavius is not
revealed so explicitly as in North's Plutarch, but it
becomes clear that Octavius was not unaware of the politi¬
cal opportunities created by the marriage.

Octavius's

first blessing seems sincere enough:
Let her live
To join our kingdoms and our hearts; and never
Ply off our loves again.

(2.2.151-153)
But Enobarbus and Menas are not convinced of the purity of
motive in either Octavius's or Antony's heart:
MENAS.

Then is Caesar and he for ever knit
together.
ENOBARBUS. If I were bound to divine of this
unity, I would not prophesy so.
MENAS. I think the policy of that purpose
made more in the marriage than
the love of the parties.
ENOBARBUS. I think so too. But you shall find
the band that seems to tie their
friendship together will be the very strangler
of their amity: Octavia is of a holy, cold,
and very still conversation.

(2.6.112-120)

As Octavia and Antony depart for Athens Octavius issues a
warning to Antony which shows that he fully comprehends the
possible result of the marriage.

He has influenced his
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sister to enter into a union which he believes rests on
\

uncertain ground.
CAESAR. Most noble Antony,
Let not the piece of virtue which is set
Be twixt us as the cement of our love
To keep it builded, be the ram to batter
The fortress of it: for better might we
Have loved without this mean, if on both parts
This not be cherished.
ANTONY. Make me hot offended
In your distrust.
CAESAR. I have said.

(3.2.27-34)
When Octavia, unescorted and rejected, returns to her
brother, he consoles her with the explanation that her
misfortune and the war between her husband and himself was
the result of destiny:
Cheer your heart:...
(3.6.81)
...let determined things to destiny
Hold unbewailed their way.

(3.6.84-85)
It would seem that Caesar knew that he must war with Antony
to obtain absolute rule, and that Antony would never remain
true to Octavia with Cleopatra to entice him.

Octavius is

quick to announce the justness of his war with Antony:
You are abused
Beyond the mark of thought: and the high gods
To do you justice, makes his ministers
Of us and those that love you.

(3.6.86-89)
The actions and conduct of Octavius are hardly those
which would be cited to demonstrate the magnanimity and
benevolent administration of a great monarch.

In Antony
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and Cleopatra, as in Julius Caesar, he is deceitful and
vicious.

He capitalizes on his sister’s misfortune, and

indeed, places her in a situation where her only reward
will be grief.
Roman people.

He cares little for the welfare of the
And war is his most frequent political

maneuver; when he is not actually engaged in a war, he is
stirring up animosities in order to create one.

Octavius

desires glory and fame, but he is unmindful that fame will
not only glorify him, but condemn him for his misdeeds.
When he declares
High events as these
Strike those that make them;...
(5.2.358-359)
he is correct, but he fails to see that fame will strike
down those who cause human misery in order to satiate their
own ambition.
In the fifth act, by virtue of Antony’s death in
the fourth, Octavius is supreme ruler of the world.

But

Shakespeare’s presentation hardly fulfills the great praise
of the Elizabethan histories for the Emperor Augustus.

We

see Octavius engaged in one of his most notorious deceits —
he is trying to trick Cleopatra into thinking she will be
well treated under his protection, when actually he plans to
use her to glorify his triumph in Rome.

In Act 3* we see

an early example of Octavius’s deceitful cunning toward
Cleopatra.
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To try thy eloquence now 'tis time.
Dispatch.
From Antony win Cleopatra: promise,
And in our name, what she requires; add more
From thine invention, offers. Women are not
In their best fortunes strong, but want will perjure
The ne’er-touched Vestal. Try thy cunning, Thidias;
Make thine own edict for thy pains, which we
Will answer as a law.

(3.12.26-33)
"Promise anything in our name, but win her," is Octavius's
direction.

In act

5»

the Emperor directs Proculeius to

pursue the same course in order to preserve Cleopatra for
the triumph.

Caesar’s conception of himself which precedes

his orders to Proculeius affords a sharp contrast between
the appearance of his character and motives, and the reality
of his deeds:
Bid her have good heart:
She soon shall know of us, by some of ours,
How honorable and how kindly we
Determine for her. For Caesar cannot live
To be i

Caesar reveals his honor, kindness, and gentleness in his
plan to conquer Cleopatra’s will to deprive him of his
"glory" by suicide:
Come hither, Proculeius.
Go and say
We purpose her no shame: give her what comforts
The quality of her passion shall require,
Lest, in her greatness, by some mortal stroke
She do defeat us. For her life in Rome
Would be eternal in our triumph.
(5.1.61-66)
Dolabella shows that he has grasped Caesar's conception of
honor, and he reveals to Cleopatra what that conception is:
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DOLABELLA.

I am loath to tell you what I v/ould you
knew.
CLEOPATRA. Nay, pray you, sir.
DOLABELLA. Though he be honorableCLEOPATRA. He'll lead me, then, in triumph?
DOLABELLA. Madam, he will. I know't.

(5.2.106-110)
Even more significant to the ignoble portrait of
Octavius than his dishonesty toward Cleopatra is that the
Queen deftly frustrates his boyish attempt to conquer her.
As we see Octavius in Act

5

of Antony and Cleopatra, his

principal program as sole ruler of the world is to cozen
Cleopatra into being paraded in his triumph at Rome.

This

activity of his reflects none of the grandeur which tradi¬
tionally surrounds the later Augustus, and his defeat
serves only to debase his character more.
Octavius's most noble utterance comes with predic¬
tion of the peace which is to follow the defeat of Antony:
The time of universal peace is near.
Prove this a prosp'rous day, the three-nooked
world
Shall bear the olive freely.

(4.6.5-7)
But the condition of this peace is a "prosp'rous day" for
Octavius — he first demands complete victory and absolute
rule for himself before he can consider peace for Rome and
its people.
The Octavius in Antony and Cleopatra closely
resembles the tyrant Octavius whose civil wars and arbitrary
justice fill so many pages of Elizabethan Roman histories.
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Octavius violates political morality by placing the success
of his ovm lust for power above the commonweal.

His

civil wars bring him glory and fame, but it is a fame which
will blacken his name in history.

To see- Octavius as the

ideal of reason and justice is to ignore the character as
he is presented in the play — an ignoble tyrant.
The progression of the play rests on the contrast
of the increase of Octavius’s worldly victories with the
decrease of the fortunes of Antony and Cleopatra.

We are

prepared for Octavius’s triumph in the world and Antony's
defeat by the prophecies of the soothsayer.

In North's

Plutarch, doubt is expressed whether the soothsayer was an
agent to Cleopatra fulfilling his function of influencing
Antony to return to Alexandria.

In Shakespeare, there is

no mention that the soothsayer is not delivering to Antony
the decree of fortune.
ANTONY. Say to me,
Whose fortunes shall rise higher, Caesar's
or mine?
• SOOTHSAYER. Caesar's.
Therefore, 0 Antony, stay not by his side.
Thy demon, that thy spirit which keeps thee, is
Noble, courageous, high, unmatchable,
Where Caesar's is not. But near him thy angel
Becomes a fear, as being o'erpow'red. Therefore
Make space enough between you.
ANTONY. Speak this no more’.
SOOTHSAYER., To none but thee, no more but when
to thee.
If thou dost play with him at any game,
Thou art sure to lose; afld of that natural luck
He beats thee 'gainst the odds. Thy lustre
thickens
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When he shines by: I say again, thy spirit
Is all afraid to govern thee near him;
But he is away, 'tis noble.

(2.3.15-30)
Antony knows well the truth of what the soothsayer reveals
he admits it:
He hath spoken true. The very dice obey him,
And in our sports my better cunning faints
Under his chance: if we draw lots, he speeds;
His cocks do win the battle still of mine
When it is all to naught, and his quails ever
Beat mine, inhooped, at odds.

(2.3.33-38)
By his willing attachment to Egypt., Antony abdicates much
of his power and sway in the world.

As Octavius sees his

infatuation:
He hath given his empire
Up to a whore,....

(3.6.66-67)
The key battle of the civil war is fought at Actium.
Octavius’s victory is complete, and Antony fully comprehend
the collapse of his own fortune which his voluntary flight
signified:
I am so lated in the world that I
Have lost my way for ever.

(3.11.3-4)
Antony’s rash challenge to Octavius to do individual battle
is a sign to Maecenas of the challenger’s receding fortunes
Caesar must think,
When one so great begins to rage, he's hunted
Even to falling.

(4.1.6-8)
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After Octavius's final victory Antony cries, "All is
lost!"

(4.12.9) and admits his "enemies triumph" (4.14.20),

prior to falling on his sword.
It is important to notice that Octavius's signifi¬
cance exists on a more profound level than that of being
the instrument of the lustful Antony's military defeats.
If Octavius is merely a foil to the wayward Antony, why is
he so definitely characteristic of a tyrant and villain?
The answer to this question, I believe, leads to the central
theme and tragedy of the play.
After the defeat and flight at Actium, Antony's
power sinks to its lowest point.

To Cleopatra he says:

Did you know
How much you were my conqueror, and that
My sword, made weak by my affection, would
Obey it on all cause.
CLEOPATRA. Pardon, pardon!
ANTONY. Pall not a tear, I say: one of them rates
All that is won and lost.
(3.11.65-70)
The key line is "All that is won and lost."^

The ambiguity

of this line is the informing principle of the whole play.
In addition to the winning and losing that we see at one
level of action, Octavius versus Antony for rule of the
Roman Empire, there is another level of winning and losing
which vividly draws attention to the true significance of
the play and its characters.

"All that is won and lost"

links the two levels of winning and losing.

We have reviewed
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the first level— that of Octavius's victories and Antony's
defeats.

On the other level, Antony and Cleopatra triumph

at the expense of Octavius's defeat.5

The two levels are

unified, for Antony and Cleopatra's defeat in the first
level is the source for their victory on the second.
Octavius's ambition drives him to seek only worldly
victory, and his achievement of this brings worldly defeat
to Antony and Cleopatra.

By their suffering defeats in the

material world, Antony and Cleopatra transcend their animal
existence and move to a higher plane of self-fulfillment.
Their love becomes a world in itself.

In this world of

love, the welfare of each becomes the other's — they each
give their lives for the love of the other.

They fulfill

themselves by overcoming their self-centeredness.

They

embrace each other's essential being and existence as their
own.

Each profits by the defeat, for the existence they

gain by it is more powerful than the death they seek.

Their

fall from a previous existence of emotional satisfaction
makes possible to them a restoration to a happiness far
greater than before.
The paradoxical nature of the play is stressed
throughout.

Antony expresses the frustration he feels in

the material world after Cleopatra's death has been reported
to him:
Now all labor
Mars what it does; yea very force entangles
Itself with strength:....

(4.14.47-49)
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The ambiguity of the terms "honor" and "dishonor" prevent
a clear-cut assertion that Antony sacrifices his duty and
his honor for love.

At one point,

responsibilities in the world.

"honor" means fulfilling

Antony explains to Octavia

that he must fight with her brother, Octavius, because, he
states,
If I lose mine honor,
I lose myself:....

(3.4.22-23)
Later,

"honor" means fulfilling responsibilities to Cleo¬

patra, and neglecting duties in the world:
Since Cleopatra died
I have lived in such dishonor that the gods
Detest my baseness.

(4.14.55-57)
Here, Antony has lost himself to the love of Cleopatra.
But he has found himself, too.

By losing one world, he

has won a greater.
The paradox of victory-in-defeat and defeat-in¬
victory occurs again after Antony's brief good fortune in
the hills adjoining Alexandria:
Antony
Is valiant, and dejected, and by starts
His fretted fortunes give him hope and fear
Of what he has, and has not.

(4.12.6-9)
The play is about "All that is won and lost" and "Of what
he has, and has not."
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The character of Cleopatra is essentially para¬
doxical.

Maynard Mack has captured Cleopatra more

convincingly than anyone else by calling her "a kind of
absolute oxymoron."6

Mack cites the paradoxes which

create the air of mystery and intrigue about Cleopatra:
She is a creature, says Enobarbus in conclusion,
who makes defect perfection, and, when breathless,
power breathes forth. Other women cloy the
appetites they feed, "but she makes hungry Where
most she satisfies." Even the vilest things are
so becoming when she does them that "the holy
priests Bless her when she is riggish."7
Mack sees paradox and vicissitude to be the defining
characteristics of the play:
In the world the dramatist has given his lovers,
nothing is stable, fixed, or sure, not even
ultimate values; all is in motion.... It is
likewise not surprising that the play's struc¬
ture should reflect, in its abrupt and numerous
shifts of scene, so marked a quality of its
leading characters — their emotional and
psychological vacillation. Though these shifts
have also met with criticism, some finding in
them a serious threat to unity, they are easily
seen in the theatre to be among the dramatist's
means of conveying to us an awareness of the
competing values by which the lovers, and particu¬
larly Antony, are torn.8
Antony's fluctuations between the world and love
show not necessarily weakness of character, but, when
compared to Octavius, relative strength.

Antony resists

the pressure xirhich Cleopatra places on him to give up the
world.

After Actium, he says to Cleopatra: "You did knoiy/

How much you were my conqueror."

(3.11.65-66).

But later
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Antony rallies to jeopardize Octavius's attacking forces.
Octavius is not nearly so difficult for Cleopatra to master.
As the great Emperor and sole ruler of the Roman world, his
overconfidence and arrogance make it easy for Cleopatra to
trap him.

He, on the other hand, disguises so ineffectively

his intent to lead Cleopatra in triumph that immediately
after he departs, Cleopatra declares: "He words me, girls,
he words me, that I should not/Be noble to myself I"
(5.2.191-192).

It is ironic and pathetic that Octavius,

who has conquered Brutus, Sextus Pompey, Lepidus, Lucius
Antonius, and Marcus Antonius, should be so easily humiliated
by Cleopatra, a defeated queen.9

Speaking to the asp at her

breast, Cleopatra pays her final scornful tribute to
Octavius: "0, couldst thou speak,^That I might hear thee
call great Caesar ass/unpoliciedI" (5.2.305-307).
This defeat of Octavius by Cleopatra underscores
the baseness of his character and existence.
centered, ambitious, and ruthless.

He is self-

He pursues material

victory in order to satisfy his lust for worldly power.
Compared to the transcendent love of Antony and Cleopatra,
Octavius's goals and accomplishments are mean.

His role as

Cleopatra's fool confirms his inferiority not only to her,
but to Antony as well.

Cleopatra fully comprehends the

difference between the love embraced by herself and Antony
on one hand, and the material conquests of Octavius, on
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the other.

She captures Octavius's base existence in a

metaphor of the earth:
it is great
To do that thing that ends all other deeds,
Which shackles accidents and bolts up change;
Which sleeps, and never palates more the dung,
The beggar's nurse and Caesar's.
(5.2.4-8)
A short time later, with the asps ready, she speaks of
her Antony:
X hear him mock
The luck of Caesar, which the gods give men
To excuse their after wrath.
(5.2.284-286)
The statement that Caesar has luck implies that he is bound
to earthly endeavors, for he is a servant of Fortune.
Octavius is referred to as "fortunate Caesar," (4.14.76)
and "full-fortuned Caesar" (4.15.24).

Caesar's worldly

conquests deprive him of the spiritual unity, the giveand-take, of the love and fulfillment of Antony and Cleo¬
patra.

For this reason, Cleopatra scorns Octavius and his

world:
'Tis paltry to be Caesar:
Not being Fortune, he's but Fortune's knave,
A minister of her will.
(5.2.2-4)
Antony, too, scorns fortune.

At the depth of his career

in the world, but at the same time on the threshold of the
new world of love, Antony declares to Cleopatra:
Fortune knows
We scorn her most when most she offers blows.
(3.11.73-74)
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The death scenes of Antony and Cleopatra reveal
the depth of the love that permits them to scorn Octavius’s
abode,

"The little 0, th'earth."

The powerful metaphor of

each scene binds marriage and death.

Death is not the

absolute end of life for Antony and Cleopatra: the metaphor
of marriage and death signifies the beginning of a new life
for the lovers.

The metaphor works two ways: death in terms

of marriage signifies new life; marriage in terms of death
signifies that by dying for love the lovers perform the
ritual of becoming united.

Antony cries:

Eros! — I come, my queen. — Eros!...l°
(4.14.50)
But I will be
A bridegroom in my death, and run into't
As to a lover's bed.
(4.14.99-101)
Cleopatra echoes:
Methinks I hear
Antony call: I see him rouse himself
To praise my noble act....
(5.2.282-284)
Husband, I come:
Now to that name my courage prove my title!
I am fire, and air; my other elements
I give to baser life.
(5.2.286-289)
The stroke of death is as a lover's pinch,
Which hurts, and is desired....
(5.2.294-295)
As sweet as balm, as soft as air, as gentle —
0 Antony!
(5.2.310-311)
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The basic paradox of the love-death metaphor is that of
life-in-death.

Cleopatra explicitly refers to her defeat

in the world as the means for her to find a new world, a
new life:
My desolation does begin to make
A better life.

(5.2.1-2)
If Antony and Cleopatra have life-in-death Octavius
has death-in-life.

This paradox poses the question that

is the central theme of the play: What is truly life, and
what is truly death?

Antony and Cleopatra is about three

people whose characters and actions interact to provide us
with an answer.

Early in Act 1, Antony and Cleopatra's first

words are as follows:
CLEOPATRA. If it be love indeed, tell me how much.
ANTONY. There's beggary in the love that can
be reckoned.
CLEOPATRA. I'll set a bourn how far to be beloved.
ANTONY. Then must thou needs find out new
heaven, new earth.

(1.1.14-17)
The play may be seen as the struggle for love and the lovers
to "find out new heaven, new earth."

At his death, Antony

believes that the love he shares with Cleopatra permits them
to find the hew world:
Where souls do couch on flowers, we'll hand
in hand,
And with our sprightly port make the ghosts gaze:
Dido and her Aeneas shall want troops,
And all the haunt be ours. — Come, Eros, Eros I

(4.14.51-54)
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Antony*s tragedy is not the loss of an empire.
This is mere pathos, not tragedy.

In tragedy, it is

necessary for the hero to accept his defeat in the world,
and thereby to gain a "new heaven, new earth" within him¬
self.

Antony's restoration to a world within himself

permits him to transcend the pathos of his defeat in the
world.
Octavius's significance is that he defeats Antony
and Cleopatra in battle, and thus he becomes the instrument
of their final triumph.

Octavius's victories in the world

deprive him of any self-fulfillment, although he has much
self-centeredness.

He is still "Fortune's knave."

He is

never able to rise above his pathetic defeat at the hands
of Cleopatra.
In Julius Caesar and Antony and Cleopatra, Octavius
is a tyrant and a villain resembling the characterization of
him in the Elizabethan Roman histories.

In both Shakespeare

and the Elizabethan Roman histories, Octavius becomes a
tyrant and a villain because his acts violate Elizabethan
concepts of private and political morality.
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45 Reynoldes,
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66 Fulbecke, pp. 66-67.
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Reynoldes, fol. l6v.
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shortlye the Originall, and the successive estate of the
Romaine weale publique, translated by N. Howard (London,
1564), fol. 69.
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57 Mexia, p. 31.
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See also Augustus, pp. 41-42.

Appian, pp. 230-231.

59 Mexia, p. 31.
60 Appian, pp. 236-237.

See also Appian, p. 231.

61"^ Augustus, pp. 42-43.
62 Augustus, p. 42.
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Mexia, p. 31.
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Chapter--3-

1.-^ Juliusr_Ca esar
»

il

Michael Macmillan, ed., The Tragedy of Julius Caesar,

4th ed. (London, 1934), pp. 143-144, notes.
' &

2

J. D. Wilson, ed., Julius Caesar (Cambridge, 1949),

3

p. 183, line 284 note: Wilson interprets line 282 (line 283
in S. P. Johnson's Julius Caesar in the Pelican Shakespeare
series) "shall" as "must."
"see 3. 1. 18-20, 4. 1. 15-18/5. 5. 60, and 5=F=£^78.
^ -'4

(M-*—W-i-

MacCallum, Shakespeare 's Roman Plays and Their

Background (London, 1910), pp. 378ff.

IX

1

Antony and Cleopatra

Hardin Craig, ed., The Complete Works of Shakespeare

(Chicago, 1951), P- 1072.
2

Phillips, p. 199.

3

Skeat, pp. 199-200.

4

Maynard Mack, ed., The Tragedy of Antony and Cleopatra

(Baltimore, i960), p. 21.
5

Thomas McFarland,

XLVIII, 204-228.
6

Mack, p. 19.

7

Mack, pp. 18-19.

8

Mack, pp. 19-20.

"Antony and Octavius," Yale Review,
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9

Cleopatra planned to deceive Octavius.

She is not

thinking of living with him (see 4. 15. 49-50).

10

Eros, of course, is at once the name of Antony's servant

and the name of the god of love.

Significantly, it is not

Eros (love) who kills Antony, but he leads Antony to death
by killing himself first.
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